Maximize Legal Payloads with Concern for Violations and Reduce Maintenance due to Overload Stress on Equipment.

Weighing a mere 51lbs (23kgs) with a profile of 1.5” (38mm), the LP600™ Low-Profile Wheel Load Scale weighs loads up to 30,000lbs (15,000kgs) with an accuracy of ± 1%. The scale is fully battery operated and only requires infrequent recharging from a 12, 110, or 220 volt power source and features a large 1” (25mm) LCD display.

LP600™ scales will meet a multitude of wheel configurations and view weight data in a variety of indicator options. With Fully Integrated RFX™ Wireless Weighing Technology featuring encryption for secure wireless communication, the LP600™ Low-Profile Wheel Load Scale will improve efficiency & convenience cost-effectively & safely.
RFX™ Wireless Weighing - Improve Efficiency & Convenience Cost-Effectively & Safely

- RFX™ Wireless Weighing Technology Maintains Integrity & Safety of Data
- Up to 300ft (90m) Line of Sight

LP600™ Low-Profile Wheel Load Scales

- Accuracy of ±1% of Reading
- Available in Capacities to 30,000lbs (15,000kgs)
- NTEP/OIML Approved Models Available
- Large, Easy-to-Read, Display
- Standard AA Rechargeable Batteries Last up to 300 Hours in Scales
- Available for Purchase Individually or as a Scale System which Includes: Wireless Scales (2, 4 or 6 Scale Configurations), Handheld RFX™ Wireless Indicator, Totalizing Cable, Universal Charging Cable & Transport/Storage Case

RFX™ Wireless Handheld Weighing Indicator

Intercomp’s RFX™ Wireless Weighing Indicator eliminates the need for cables.

- Operate Up to 6 Scales
- Control Scale Functions Directly from the Indicator
- View Individual Weight, Axle Accumulative Total & Center of Balance
- Continuous & On Demand Print Outputs for Up to Six Scales
- Standard AA Rechargeable Batteries Last up to 40 Hours

RFX™ Wireless PT20™ CPU

Fully-Featured Wireless Weighing CPU for Use in any environment.

- Operate up to 12 Scales Simultaneously
- Enclosed in an all Inclusive Rugged, IP67 Case, Providing Protection from a Variety of Elements & Use in the Most Remote Locations
- One-Touch Printing, Center of Balance Calculation, Axle Accumulation Mode, Set Alarm & Zero
- Includes Printer, Processor & Power Supply in a Rugged, All-Weather Case
- Standard D-Cell Batteries Last up to 200 Hours

IntercompWeigh™ Software

Easy-to-Use software offers multiple options to meet your precise requirements.

- Operate up to 32 Scales Simultaneously
- Step-By-Step Menus Ensure Quick & Accurate Weighing
- Comes Programmed with the Most Common Configurations, Along with Arm Lengths & Out of Level Correction Tables
- All Data can be Transferred to an MS Excel Spreadsheet for Use in any Format
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